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Abstract
We defineBASS, a typedboxed ambientscalculus withsafe ses-
sions. Sessions offer the possibility of using the same channel to
transmit information of different types in a prescribed order. A ses-
sion involves two communicating processes located either within
the same ambient or across an ambient boundary. One of the chal-
lenges of adding session primitives to a mobile calculus is how
to protect sessions from being interrupted by a mobility step. To
address this challenge, we introduce a mechanism that prevents
an ambient from moving, if there are pending sessions across its
boundary.

The main result of our development is that in a well-typed
process a communication redex never disappears after a mobility
step. In other words, the residual of a communication redex is
present in the reduct of the original process enabling a pending
session step to be completed. Therefore, we claim that sessions in
our calculus aresafe.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsF.3.2 [Semantics of Pro-
gramming Languages]: Process models and Operational Seman-
tics; D.3.1 [Programming Languages]: Formal Definitions and
Theory.

General Terms Languages, Theory.

Keywords ambient calculus, boxed ambients, session types.

1. Introduction
Our society is increasingly moving towards richer forms of infor-
mation exchange where wired and wireless devices interact. In re-
cent years, wireless technology has become an integral part of state-
of-the-art networking, and the use of various wireless devices has
become part of our everyday life. Analysts predict that by 2009
there will be more than 2.3 billion wireless subscribers worldwide
[41]. According to In-Stat, Bluetooth-enabled devices are expected
to increase from 316 million units in 2005 to 866 million in 2009
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[42], and it is almost impossible to buy a new laptop that does not
come with a built-in wireless Ethernet card.

The described scenario has prompted the academic community
to study the problems arising from the constantly growing mobility
of communication devices. At the foundational level in particular,
it is crucial to design calculi which model the key aspects of the
communication between mobile devices. The present paper fills a
small gap in this research trend.

As communicating mobile processes often need to exchange in-
formation of different types and following a pre-set protocol, we
define and study a formal calculus,BASS, combining mobility with
the ability to enforce such communication protocols. We call the
sequence of heterogeneous messages exchanged between two pro-
cesses asession. The message exchanges of a session can be inter-
leaved with computation that each of the communicating processes
execute.

Our calculus is based on the calculus ofBoxed Ambients
(BA) [9]. BA is a variant of Cardelli and Gordon’sMobile Am-
bientscalculus (MA) [15], where ambients cannot dissolve their
boundaries, and where communication can occur within a given
ambient or between adjacent ambients across ambient boundaries.

MA’s ability to dissolve an ambient’s boundary with theopen
capability is too liberal when addressing security concerns, since
all the processes inside the ambient merge with the process of
the enclosing ambient without restrictions. As an example of the
difference, in BA, it is possible to create an ambient that roams from
ambient to ambient, at each stop delivering a value and picking
up a new value to be delivered at its next stop. Because in MA
values are communicated by carriers dissolving their boundaries
and ceasing to exist as ambients, after communication a carrier
can not subsequently continue its migration out and on to another
ambient.

In BA, each ambient name is associated with a fixed communi-
cation type, forcing all messages received by the ambient to have
the same type. This restriction does not offer the flexibility we need
to naturally describe a sequence of messages of different types.

Consider the following example, written in BA, where two pro-
cesses in parallel perform a communication step across an ambient
boundary. The process〈3〉n sends the message3 to the process
(x).P inside ambientn.

〈3〉n | n[ (x).P ] −→ n[ P{3/x} ]

After the message is sent, the computation inside ambientn con-
tinues with the processP{3/x}, where all occurrences of the free
variablex are replaced by the message3. Furthermore,n can only
receive messages of typeInt .

Since we would like to allow ambients to exchange more than
just one type of information, and use the same channel to communi-
cate a sequence of messages of different types, in designingBASS,
we chosesession typesto describe such communication protocols.



Session types have been a topic of active research in recent years
(See Sub-section 1.1). In these studies, the protocol that a commu-
nication session should follow is specified and verified statically
using a type system. For this reason, the types associated with pro-
tocols are called session types.

In calculi with session primitives, the two parties communicate
through a channel which is typed with a session type. The type sys-
tem guarantees the following basic safety property of communica-
tion: all messages exchanged during a session on a channel follow
the pattern of the session type associated with that channel. For in-
stance, we can encode an “addition server” with the process:

(x : Int )c.(y : Int )c.〈x + y〉c

This simple server receives two numbers and returns the sum of the
two arguments through the same channelc. Therefore, the session
type of channelc can be written as:

?Int · ?Int · !Int

where? represents “receive” and! represents “send”. A client that
uses this server must follow the protocol enforced by this session
type.

Communication in BA is only local or parent-child, so sessions
can be interrupted by the movement of an ambient. This is shown
in the following example, where one process inside ambientm and
another process inside ambientn have a communication session
using channelc. The process inm sends the number3 and awaits
the acknowledgement message “ok” from the process inn.

m[ 〈3〉c.(ack: name)c.P | n[ (x: Int )c.〈ok〉c.Q | out m ] ]
−→

m[ (ack: name)c.P | n[ 〈ok〉c.Q{3/x} | out m ] ]
−→

n[ (ack: name)c.P ] | m[ 〈ok〉c.Q{3/x} ]

In the first reduction step, the number3 is transmitted. However, in
the second step the ambientn non-deterministically chooses to exit
the ambientm instead of delivering the pending acknowledgement.
The last step suspends the session indefinitely, and the processes
involved in the session have no control over this situation.

For this reason, we defineBASS with a mechanism that syn-
chronises ambient mobility and session communications by delay-
ing any mobility action of an ambient until all the on-going sessions
with processes in the parent ambient are completed. We then claim
that the sessions inBASSaresafe.

Distinctive of our approach is the choice of injecting some
constructs supporting the static analysis directly in the syntax.
Our choice is deliberate, and typical of the practice to couple
language design with type analysis. This coupling is critical in
frameworks like Global Computing [12], where it is unrealistic to
assume acquaintance with all the entities which may in the future
interact with us, as is usually done for standard type systems. The
openness of the network and its very dynamic nature deny us any
substantial form of global knowledge.

1.1 Related Work

Modelling the world wide web requires notions of process at a
given location and location space, where processes can move from
one location to another. In the first proposals, such as theDπ-
calculus[28] and the languageKlaim [19], the structure of loca-
tions is flat. TheMobile Ambientcalculus [15] deals with a hier-
archical structure of locations called ambients. An interestingcore
modelgeneralising many of the available calculi and languages has
been developed within the Mikado project [7]. Many variants of
MA have been designed; for a tutorial see [26].

A crucial choice in all these calculi is the form ofcommunica-
tion between processes in different ambients. In the original calcu-

lus [15] interaction is only local to an ambient, and in order for
processes in different ambients to communicate, at least one of
the ambients’ boundaries has to be dissolved. In [15, 32, 8, 34, 1],
theopen capability dissolves the ambient boundary. The calculus
M3 [18, 6, 17] allows general process mobility. InBoxed Ambients
[9, 35, 10], parents and children can communicate as in theSealcal-
culus [16]. Our calculus,BASS, is the first ambient calculus with
primitives for session communication. In [22], the first two authors
of this paper present an ambient calculus which uses channels to
communicate, but which does not support session primitives.

Ambient calculi are often typed: the types assure behavioural
properties concerning communication, mobility, resource access,
security, etc. [13, 32, 14, 8, 1, 9, 34, 35, 10, 33].

Behavioural types[1, 2] resemble computational traces, allow-
ing polymorphic communications. In [2], the type of communi-
cation with the parent changes when communication takes place.
However, behavioural types do not describe communication proto-
cols.

Session typeshave been first proposed in [29], and since then
they have been studied for several different settings,i.e. for π-
calculus-based formalisms [29, 36, 23, 30, 5, 4], for CORBA [38],
for functional languages [25, 39], for object-oriented languages [21,
20] and for a W3C standard description language for web services
called Choreography Description Language (CDL) [40, 11]. In all
these systems session types do assure neither the absence of dead-
locks nor the computation termination, and for this reason they do
not assure session completion. InBASS, session types prevent a
pending sessions step from being disabled by ambient mobility.

1.2 Paper Structure

In Section 2, we present the calculus syntax and operational se-
mantics. In Sections 3 and 4, we introduce the typing rules for pro-
cesses, and we show that these rules ensure communication safety
for well-typed processes. In Section 5, we formally prove that com-
munication redexes are not destroyed by ambient mobility. We end
with conclusions and future work.

2. The Calculus
2.1 Syntax

The starting point forBASS is BA extended with explicit commu-
nication channels as in the Seal calculus [16].BASShas recursive
processes instead of the replication operator and primitives for ses-
sion communication [30, 4]. In order to prevent the interruption
of a session by a mobility step we annotate the ambient constructor
with a label which tracks the number of active sessions between the
ambient and its parent.

We presuppose five pair-wise disjoint sets:N of ambient and
session names ranged over bym, n; C of channels ranged over by
c, d; V of message variables ranged over byx, y; S of session type
variables ranged over byt, r; andP of process variables ranged
over byX, Y .

For simplicity we have a unique set of names for sessions and
ambients instead of two, but the development is independent from
this choice.

Table 1 gives the syntax ofbasic typesandpre-session types.
Basic types are the types of messages. Each pre-session typeζ
describes a communication protocol, which may consist of:

• no communication, ifζ = ε;

• the output of a value of typeϕ followed by the protocol de-
scribed byζ′, if ζ = !ϕ · ζ′;

• the input of a value of typeϕ followed by the protocol described
by ζ′, if ζ = ?ϕ · ζ′;

• the protocol associated with the type variablet, if ζ = t;



Basic types

ϕ ::= name name
| cap capability

Pre-session types

ζ ::= ε closed session
| !ϕ · ζ send type
| ?ϕ · ζ receive type
| t type variable
| µ t.ζ recursive type
| &{n1 : ζ1 ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ζk} branch type
| ⊕{n1 : ζ1 ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ζk} select type

Session types

ρ , { ζ | ζ has no free type variables}

Channel types

ω ::= ρ session
| [ρ↑] enclosed session
| ⊥ used session

Environments

Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, c : ω process interface
Σ ::= ∅ | Σ, x : ϕ first-order env.
Θ ::= ∅ | Θ, X : Γ higher-order env.

Table 1. Types

Messages

M, N ::= n ambient/session name
| x variable
| in M enter capability
| out M exit capability
|M.N path

Pre-processes

P, Q::= 0 nil process
| P | Q composition
|X variable
| rec(X : Γ).P recursion
| (ν n)P new name
| (νch c)P new channel
| [M = N ]{P}{Q} conditional
| π.P action
|N h[ P ] ambient
| c . {n1⇒P1,. . . , nk⇒Pk} branch
| c / {n ⇒ P} select

Prefixes

π::= M capability
| connect M (c : ρ) connect
| (x : ϕ)c receive
| 〈M〉c send
| close c closing

Table 2. Processes and Messages

(νch c)(νch d)P ≡ (νch d)(νch c)P (STRCRES)
(νch c)mh[ P ] ≡ mh[ (νch c)P ] (STRCRESAMB)
(νch c)(P | Q) ≡ P | (νch c)Q (STRCRESPAR)
wherec /∈ fch(P )

(ν n)(ν m)P ≡ (ν m)(ν n)P (STRNRES)
(ν n)mh[ P ] ≡ mh[ (ν n)P ] (STRNRESAMB)
(ν n)(P | Q) ≡ P | (ν n)Q (STRNRESPAR)
wheren /∈ fn(P )

(ν n)(νch c)P ≡ (νch c)(ν n)P (STRNCRES)

P | Q ≡ Q | P (STRPARCOMM)
(P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R) (STRPARASSOC)

P | 0≡ P (STRZEROPAR)
(ν n)0≡ 0 (STRZERONRES)
(νch c)0≡ 0 (STRZEROCRES)

(C.D).P ≡ C.D.P (STRCAPPATH)

Table 3. Structural Congruence

• the protocol described byζ′ where the variablet stands for the
protocolζ, if ζ = µ t.ζ′;

• the transmission of a nameni chosen in the set{n1, . . . , nk}
followed by the protocol described byζi, if ζ = ⊕{n1 : ζ1 ∨
. . . ∨ nk : ζk};

• the reception of a nameni chosen in the set{n1, . . . , nk}
followed by the protocol described byζi, if ζ = &{n1 : ζ1 ∨
. . . ∨ nk : ζk}.

A session typeis a pre-session type without free occurrences of
type variables. We useρ to range over session types.

It is important to observe that session types are considered
modulo folding and unfolding of recursive types, so, for example,
the expressions?ϕ1 ·µ t.(!ϕ2 · t) and?ϕ1 · !ϕ2 ·µ t.(!ϕ2 · t) denote
the same session type. For example, we can write a process that
uses a recursive session to add an arbitrary number of integers until
the result is requested.

rec(X : Γ).c . {add⇒ (x : Int )c. update(sum, x).X,
ret⇒ 〈sum〉c.0}

The session type associated with the channelc for the process
above isµ t.&{add: ?Int · t ∨ ret: !Int · ε}, assuming the proce-
dure updating the sum (not specified) does not use the channelc.

The process above can be used with the following “client”
process

c / {add⇒ 〈2〉c.c / {add⇒ 〈4〉c.c / {ret⇒ (r : Int )c.0}}}

which sends two numbers and requests the result. For this sec-
ond process, the channelc can be typed with the session type
µ t.⊕{add: !Int · t ∨ ret: ?Int · ε}, which is the dual of the type
assigned to the same channel in the first process.

The symbolΓ denotes aprocess interfacewhich associates
channel variables withchannel types.

The three different forms of channel types have three different
meanings:

• a session typeρ is associated to a channel used at top level by
only one partner;

• anenclosedtype [ρ↑] is associated to a channel used inside an
ambient by only one partner;

• ausedtype⊥ is associated to a channel which either is used by
two partners or which has been closed.



(RED ENTER)

n0[ in m.P1 | P2 ] | mh[ Q ]
−→

mh[ n0[ P1 | P2 ] | Q ]

(RED EXIT )

mh[ n0[ out m.P1 | P2 ] | Q ]
−→

n0[ P1 | P2 ] |mh[ Q ]

Table 4. Mobility

The complete syntax ofBASS is summarised in Tables 1 and
2. BASS has two main syntactic categories:Pre-processesand
Messages.

Messages, ranged over byM andN , are as in Boxed Ambi-
ents [9]. A message is either an ambient name, a session name, a
message variable, or acapability. A capability is a primitive for en-
tering or exiting an ambient, or a “path”. A path is a sequence of
capabilities describing a mobility path.

A pre-process is aprocessonly if it is well-formed according
to the rules of Tables 11 and 12. Therefore, process and well-
formed process are synonymous. Processes, ranged over byP and
Q, are built from the constructors ofnil process, showing the
end of a process;parallel compositionof two processes;process
variable; recursion; ambient and session namerestriction; channel
namerestriction; ambient and session nameequalityconditional;
prefixing, whereπ is an action that is followed by a continuation
processP ; a namedambientencapsulating a process, whereh is
an integer value; and, finally, the primitives for session branching:
branch and select. We call labels the underlined names which
occur in branch and select. We uselabels(P ) to denote the set
of labels which occur in the processP . Additionally, we use the
expressionsfn(P ) and fch(P ) to denote the set of free names
and the set of free channels inP respectively. By definition we
getlabels(P ) ⊆ fn(P ).

We remark that channel name restriction is not intended,per se,
to be part of the “user language”. Instead, it is typically generated
during execution, when new sessions are established.

Process prefixes can be divided into three different groups: ca-
pabilities, message send and receive, and primitives for session
management:connectandclose. Capabilities command an ambient
to move inside or outside another ambient. For instance, a process
with the capability “in n” instructs the enclosing ambient to enter
the ambientn. Sendandreceiveexchange messages between pro-
cesses using a particular channel. Theconnectprimitive is used for
establishing new sessions. As discussed in Section 3, each connect
has a session type describing the protocol to be followed during the
session. Thecloseprimitive is used to signal the end of a session.

In what follows, we will always deal with processes unless
otherwise stated. Moreover, we will consider processes modulo
renaming of channel and ambient and session names bound by
restriction. Lastly, we will adopt Barendregt’s convention [3] for
channel names,i.e., we will assume that all bound and free channel
names are different. This will ensure that two processes which
contain the same channel name are part of the same session.

2.2 Operational Semantics

The operational semantics ofBASS is presented in Tables 4-8. The
rules can be divided into six kinds: Mobility, Communication, Ses-
sion Start and End, Conditional, Recursion and Structural Rules.

(RED I/O)

M((x : ϕ)c.P, 〈M〉c.Q) −→M(P{M/x}, Q)

(RED BRANCH)

M(c / {ni ⇒ P}, c . {. . . , ni ⇒ Qi, . . . , })

−→M(P, Qi)

whereM(·1)(·2) be one of the following contexts with two
holes:

M(·1)(·2) = (·1) | (·2) local

M(·1)(·2) = (·1) | nh+1[ (·2) | R ] parent-child

M(·1)(·2) = nh+1[ (·1) | R ] | (·2) child-parent

Table 5. Communication

(RED CONNECT LOCAL)

(connect n (c : ρ).P | connect n (d : ρ).Q

−→ (νch c′) (P{c′/c} | Q{c′/d})

wherec′ is fresh.

(RED CONNECT PARENT-CHILD )

nh[ connect n (c : ρ).P | R ] | connect n (d : ρ).Q)

−→ (νch c′) (nh+1[ P{c′/c} | R ] | Q{c′/d})

wherec′ is fresh.

(RED CLOSE LOCAL)

close c.P | close c.Q −→ P | Q

(RED CLOSE PARENT-CHILD )

nh+1[ close c.P | R ] | close c.Q −→ nh[ P | R ] | Q

Table 6. Session Start and End

(RED IFTHEN)

[n = n]{P}{Q} −→ P

(RED IFELSE)

[n = m]{P}{Q} −→ Q

wheren 6= m.

(RED REC)

rec(X : Γ).P −→ P{rec(X : Γ).P/X}

Table 7. Conditional and Recursion



Structural Rules

P ≡ P ′, P ′ −→ Q′, Q′ ≡ Q
(RED STRUCT)

P −→ Q

P −→ Q
(RED CTXT)

E{P} −→ E{Q}
Execution Contexts

E ::= {·} | E|P | (ν n)E | (νch c)E | nh[ E ]

Table 8. Structural Rules

Mobility in BASS(Table 4) is as in BA, but with the restriction
that an ambient is allowed to move only if it does not have open
sessions with its parent. In this way, we assure – as shown in
Session 5 – that no pending session step is indefinitely suspended
due to the movement of a process. This condition is enforced by
requiring the integer associated with the moving ambient to be 0.

For instance, if we have an ambientn that wants to move inside
a sibling ambientm, but it still has some open sessions, then the
mobility step is delayed until all sessions are closed.

〈2〉c.close c | n1[ (x : Int )c.close c | in m ] | mh[ 0 ]
−→

close c | n1[ close c | in m ] | mh[ 0 ]
−→

n0[ in m ] | mh[ 0 ]
−→

mh[ n0[ 0 ] ]

The sequence of execution steps above is the only possible
sequence of reductions, since the rule (RED ENTER) can only be
applied after the rules (RED I/O) and (RED CLOSE).

Newsessionscan dynamically be established using theconnect
primitive (Table 6). Two connects with the same session name can
be consumed to create a new session. That new session will ex-
change data using a fresh channel name, referred to as thechannel
of the session. This is accomplished by replacing the two chan-
nel names bound by the two connects with a fresh channel name.
This replacement ensures the privacy of the session communica-
tions. Notice that for each established session (i.e., for each chan-
nel) there are at most two communication end-points: one acting
as a “client” and the other as a “server”. The two connects used to
established a new session must havedual session types. The dual
of a session type is the “mirror image” of that type, for instance, if
a session typeρ sends a message, then its dualρ receives it. Both
types represent the same session, but from the dual points of view
of the two communicating processes. Table 9 inductively defines
the dual of a pre-session type: two session types are dual of each
other if they are so as pre-session types. We remark that session
types arelocally associated with session names within the connect
primitive. We argued in the introduction that this choice is more
realistic in a distributed setting than a global association as done,
for instance, in [30, 39, 4, 24]. Notably, the connect primitive does
not ask to open a session with a sibling, a child or a parent: this
non-determinism too agrees with the dynamics of open systems.

Table 5 gives the reduction rules for communication. There
are two kinds ofcommunication: input/outputand synchronised
branching. In input/output communication, the sent message re-
places the bound variables in the receiving process, while in a syn-
chronised branching, the two processes in a session decide to use
one communication pattern from several available options. This
synchronised behaviour is controlled by thebranchandselectprim-
itives. The branch primitive presents a list of continuation processes

ε = ε
!ϕ · ζ = ?ϕ · ζ
?ϕ · ζ = !ϕ · ζ
t = t
µ t.ζ = µ t.ζ

⊕{n1 : ζ1 ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ζk} = &{n1 : ζ1 ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ζk}
&{n1 : ζ1 ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ζk} = ⊕{n1 : ζ1 ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ζk}

Table 9. Dual of a Pre-session Type

that can be selected to be executed for the rest of the session. Each
of these processes has a label associated with it. The select primi-
tive uses one of these labels to cause the choice on the other com-
munication end-point. Therefore, the process executing the select
will decide which process will continue in the branching process at
the opposite end-point of the communication.

Finally, when a session is done, each communication end-point
issues a sessionclose.

Both connect/close and message exchanges can be performed
by processes within the same ambient (local) or across an ambient
boundary: parent-child and child-parent.

Structural Congruence is the least congruence relation which
satisfies the laws of Table 3. The reduction rules in Tables 7 and 8
are standard.

2.3 Example

This example describes three devices sharing a communication bus
that has mutually exclusive access.

BUS= bus[ D1 |D2 |D3 | Bctl ]

Di = ni [ Pi ]

Bctl = token0[ TAXI | TXRX]

TAXI= rec(X : ∅).in n1.out n1...in n3.out n3.X

TXRX= rec(Y : ∅).connect tx (c : ρtx).
(dst : name)c.(msg : name)c.close c.

rec(Z : ∅).connect rx (d : ρrx).〈dst〉d.〈msg〉d.
d . {cont⇒ close d.Z, reset⇒ close d.Y }

TX〈dst, msg〉.P =
connect tx (c : ρtx).〈dst〉c.〈msg〉c.close c.P

RXrst(dst, msg).P =
connect rx (d : ρrx).(dst : name)d.(msg : name)d.
d / {reset⇒ close d.P}

RXcnt(dst, msg).P =
connect rx (d : ρrx).(dst : name)d.(msg : name)d.
d / {cont⇒ close d.P}

where ρrx = !name · !name · &{cont: ε ∨ reset: ε} and
ρtx = ?name · ?name · ε.

Figure 1. Shared Bus Example

The communication bus is shared by three devices and a bus
control. Each device (Di) is modelled by an ambient which en-
closes a processPi representing the device driver or any other pro-
gram managing the device. We leave these processes unspecified.
The bus control (Bctl) is represented by an ambient namedtoken.
This ambient emulates the bus communication and access control
mechanisms by constantly roaming each device connected to the
bus. The bus control includes two processes:TAXI , which con-
trols the roaming among the processes using the shared medium,



Σ ` N : name C ∈ {in N, out N}
(cap)

Σ ` C : cap

(name)
Σ ` n : name

(VAR)
Σ, x : ϕ ` x : ϕ

Σ ` C : cap Σ ` D : cap
(cap-PATH)

Σ ` C.D : cap

Table 10. Well-formed Messages

andTXRX , which controls and manages the communication be-
tween devices.

TAXI is a simple process that makes the token ambient visit
each device in a round-robin fashion.TXRX takes care of receiv-
ing and transmitting messages between the devices.TXRX uses
the sessiontx to receive a message addressed for a particular desti-
nation, which is retransmitted using the sessionrx. Notice that no
explicit synchronisation is required between the processesTAXI
andTXRX . Each one performs its own task independently. The
operational semantics of the calculus prevents the token ambient
from moving during transmission or reception, thereby avoiding
the interruption of sessions.

The processTXRX is composed of two nested recursive loops.
The outermost loop, which uses the recursion variableY , repre-
sents a complete communication cycle. On each of these cycles, a
message and a destination are received. Afterwards, the inner loop
using the variableZ broadcasts the message until one of the de-
vices sends a reset signal. Notice that the interfaces associated with
all recursion variables are∅. The bodies of each loop do not con-
tain any open channels and in the case ofTXRX , new sessions are
established for each cycle by using the connect primitive.

Each processPi inside each device can use the macroTX to
transmit. Since messages are broadcast until one of the devices
resets the bus, the reception of messages requires a co-operative
behaviour among devices.

A process receiving a message can typically use macros simi-
lar to RXrst or RXcnt. The first macro receives the message and
resets the bus before continuing with the processP . The second
macro is similar to the first one; however, it does not reset the bus
after receiving the message. Notice that is also possible to encode
different behaviours depending, for instance, on the message’s des-
tination.

3. Type System
The type system ofBASShas two typing judgements: one for mes-
sages and one for processes. We need two kinds of environments: a
first order environmentΣ, mapping names and capability variables
to ϕ ∈ {name, cap}, and ahigher-order environmentΘ, mapping
process variables to process interfaces (both defined in Table 1).

The typing judgement for messages,Σ ` M : ϕ, meaningM
is a message of typeϕ ∈ {name, cap} under environmentΣ, is
defined by the rules in Table 10.

The typing judgement for processes,Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, meaning
processP has interfaceΓ under environmentsΘ andΣ, is defined
in Tables 11 and 12. The domain of a process interfaceΓ, written
dom(Γ), is the set{c | c : ω ∈ Γ}.

In rule (P-CON), the channelc, which occurs with the ses-
sion typeρ in the interface of the processP , becomes bound in
connect N (c : ρ).P , and the resulting interface is that ofP after
erasing the premisec : ρ.

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, c : ρ Σ ` N : name
(P-CON)

Σ;Θ ` connect N (c : ρ).P : Γ

Σ, x : ϕ; Θ ` P : Γ, c : ρ
(P-RECV)

Σ;Θ ` (x : ϕ)c.P : Γ, c : ?ϕ · ρ

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, c : ρ Σ ` M : ϕ
(P-SEND)

Σ;Θ ` 〈M〉c.P : Γ, c : !ϕ · ρ

Σ;Θ ` Pi : Γ, c : ρi

ρ = &{n1 : ρ1 ∨ . . . ∨ ni : ρi ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ρk}
where allni are pair-wise different(1 ≤ i ≤ k)

(P-BRA)
Σ;Θ ` c . {n1 ⇒ P1, . . . , nk ⇒ Pk} : Γ, c : ρ

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, c : ρj

ρ = ⊕{n1 : ρ1 ∨ . . . ∨ nj : ρj ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ρk}
where allni pair-wise different(1 ≤ i ≤ k)

(P-SEL)
Σ;Θ ` c / {nj ⇒ P} : Γ, c : ρ

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, c : ⊥
(P-CRES)

Σ;Θ ` (νch c)P : Γ

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ c 6∈ dom(Γ) c ∈ C
(P-WEAK)

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, c : ⊥

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ c 6∈ dom(Γ) c ∈ C
(P-CLOSE)

Σ;Θ ` close c.P : Γ, c : ε

Table 11. Well-formed Processes (Session)

(P-0)
Σ;Θ ` 0: ∅

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ1 Σ;Θ ` Q : Γ2 Γ = Γ1 ./ Γ2

(P-PAR)
Σ;Θ ` P | Q : Γ

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ n 6∈ labels(P )
(P-NRES)

Σ;Θ ` (ν n)P : Γ

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ Σ ` N : name
h = #{c | c : ρ ∈ Γ}

(P-AMB )
Σ;Θ ` N h[ P ] : LΓM

Σ ` C : cap Σ;Θ ` P : Γ
(P-CAP)

Σ;Θ ` C.P : Γ

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ Σ;Θ ` Q : Γ
Σ ` N : name Σ ` M : name

(P-IF)
Σ;Θ ` [N = M ]{P}{Q} : Γ

(P-VAR)
Σ;Θ, X : Γ ` X : Γ

Σ;Θ, X : Γ ` P : Γ
(P-REC)

Σ;Θ ` rec(X : Γ).P : Γ

Table 12. Well-formed Processes (Ambient)



ω ./ ω′ =

8><>:⊥
if either{ω, ω′} = {ρ, ρ}
or {ω, ω′} = {ρ, [ρ↑]}

undefined otherwise.

Γ ./ Γ′ = {c : ω ./ ω′ | c : ω ∈ Γ & c : ω′ ∈ Γ′} ∪ {c :
ω | c : ω ∈ Γ, c 6∈ dom(Γ′)} ∪ {c : ω | c : ω ∈
Γ′, c 6∈ dom(Γ)}

Table 13. The merge operator./

Rules (P-SEND) and (P-RECV) extend an existing session for
the current channel with the type of the communicated message.

Rules (P-SEL) and (P-BRA) construct the appropriate session
type for the primitives select and branch, respectively. In a branch,
a list of branching options is presented. Each option has a labelni

and a processPi associated with it. The interfaces of thePi can
only differ in the types of the branching session (i.e., the session
on channelc). The rest of the sessions should have the same type
for all thePi’s. The branch typeρ contains all the labels displayed
in the branch along with the session type that corresponds toc on
each continuation process.

The select primitive chooses a particular branching option to be
followed for the rest of a session. A process with a select primitive
can be typed with the interfaceΓ, c : ρ, wherec is the channel in
which the selection is made. The typeρ should be a select type
containing the labelnj associated with the session typeρj , where
Γ, c : ρj is the interface of the processP . Observe that the rule
(P-SEL) performs an implicit sub-typing.

A channel with type⊥ can be restricted in the process and re-
moved from the processes interface: this is done by rule (P-CRES).
As mentioned before, the channel type⊥ typically represents ses-
sions in which the two end-points are already present in the pro-
cesses. This prevents a third partner from using the same channel,
interfering in this way with the session. Once the channel is re-
stricted, it becomes inaccessible from the context, so it can be re-
moved from the process interface.

We can add a fresh channel name with type⊥ to the interface of
an arbitrary process using rule (P-WEAK). This is useful to restrict
a channel name which does not appear in the current process using
rule (P-CRES).

Rule (P-CLOSE) for typing the primitive close adds a fresh
channel name to the process interface with the empty session type
ε.

The0 process represents the inactive process and therefore we
type it with the empty interface.

According to the rule (P-PAR), two processes can be put in
parallel only when their interfaces can be merged into one using
the merge operator./. This operator performs a two-fold task: it
checks that the two processes use channels in a coherent way, and it
joins the two halves of the same session by marking their common
channel as used. If one channel in the interface of a process has
typeρ, and the same channel in the interface of the other process
has the dual typeρ or the enclosed dual type[ρ↑], then./ collapses
both types into⊥. When two processes use the same channel with
typesρ andρ, their communication is local. Instead, if the types are
ρ and[ρ↑], the communication is parent-child. The merge operator
is undefined if the two interfaces contain the same channel with
types which do not collapse to⊥. In this way, we assure that all
communications are either local or parent-child. The definition of
./ is given in Table 13.

Rule (P-NRES) for name restriction requires that the restricted
name does not appear in the set of names used as labels by the
process, i.e. the name does not appear as a label in a select or in

Σ;Θ ` Z : ∅

Σ;Θ ` close d.Z : {d : ε}

Σ;Θ ` Y : ∅

Σ;Θ ` close d.Y : {d : ε}

Σ;Θ ` P0 : {d : &{cont: ε ∨ reset: ε}}

Σ;Θ ` 〈msg〉d.P0 : {d : !name ·&{cont: ε ∨ reset: ε}}

Σ;Θ ` P1 : {d : !name · !name ·&{cont: ε ∨ reset: ε}}

Σ;Θ ` connect rx (d : ρrx).P1 : ∅

Σ; {Y : ∅} ` rec(Z : ∅).connect rx (d : ρrx).P1 : ∅

Σ; {Y : ∅} ` close c.rec(Z : ∅).connect rx (d : ρrx).P1 : {c : ε}

{dst : name}; {Y : ∅} ` P2 : {c : ?name · ε}

∅; {Y : ∅} ` (dst : name)c.P2 : {c : ?name · ?name · ε}

∅; {Y : ∅} ` connect tx (c : ρtx).(dst : name)c.P2 : ∅

∅; ∅ ` rec(Y : ∅).connect tx (c : ρtx).(dst : name)c.P2 : ∅
where

• Σ = {dst : name, msg : name},
• Θ = {Y : ∅, Z : ∅},
• P0 = d . {cont⇒ close d.Z, reset⇒ close d.Y },
• P1 = 〈dst〉d.〈msg〉d.P0,

• ρrx = !name · !name ·&{cont: ε ∨ reset: ε},
• P2 = (msg : name)c.close c.rec(Z : ∅).connect rx (d : ρrx).P1,

• ρtx = ?name · ?name · ε.

Figure 2. Typing ofTXRX

a branch primitive. Otherwise, that restricted name should appear
free in the processes interface. Notice that this condition does not
exclude any meaningful process.

Rule (P-AMB ) for typing ambients applies theenclosingoper-
ator L−M to the interface of the process enclosed by the ambient.
The enclosing operator applied to a session typeρ maps it to the
enclosed type[ρ↑], leaves unchanged a used type⊥, and it is unde-
fined when applied to an enclosed type,i.e.,

LωM =

8><>:
[ρ↑] if ω = ρ

⊥ if ω = ⊥,

undefined otherwise.

LΓM is the homomorphic extension ofL−M applied toΓ.

LΓM =

8<:
undefined if LωM is undefined for

somec : ω ∈ Γ

{c : LωM | c : ω ∈ Γ} otherwise

We use the symbol# to stand for the set cardinality. It is important
to notice that the ambient name must be decorated with the number
h of the channels which can communicate with processes outside
the ambient itself. Therefore the programmer does not need to
specify this number, since it can be simply inferred during type-
checking.

The remaining typing rules for processes are standard.
From the above discussion, it is clear that sessions in processes

are identified by their channels. More precisely, a well-formed
processP contains a session over a channelc if, either c occurs
free inP and the interface ofP containsc : ⊥, or P ≡ (νch c)Q



andc occurs free inQ. Notice that in the second case rule (P-CRES)
implies that the interface ofQ must containc : ⊥. We can identify
this session with the minimal sub-process ofP modulo structural
equivalence which contains all occurrences of the channelc. We
say thatc is thesession channel.

Figure 2 shows that the processTXRX defined in Figure 1 is
well-formed.

4. Safety
4.1 Subject Reduction

We can show that the typing of processes is preserved by structural
equivalence and by reduction. These proofs use generation lemmas
which allow to reverse the typing rules and a substitution lemma.

Lemma 4.1(Generation (Session)).

1. If Σ;Θ ` connect N (c : ρ).P : Γ, thenΣ;Θ ` P : Γ, c : ρ
andΣ ` N : name.

2. If Σ;Θ ` (x : ϕ)c.P : Γ, then there isρ such thatΓ = Γ′, c :
?ϕ · ρ andΣ, x : ϕ; Θ ` P : Γ′, c : ρ.

3. If Σ;Θ ` 〈M〉c.P : Γ, then there areρ, ϕ such thatΓ = Γ′, c :
!ϕ · ρ andΣ;Θ ` P : Γ′, c : ρ andΣ ` M : ϕ.

4. If Σ;Θ ` c . {n1 ⇒ P1, . . . , nk : Pk} : Γ, then there areρ
andρ1, . . . , ρk such thatΓ = Γ′, c : ρ andρ = &{n1 : ρ1 ∨
. . . ∨ nk : ρk} andΣ;Θ ` Pi : Γ, c : ρi, and all ni are pair-
wise different(1 ≤ i ≤ k).

5. If Σ;Θ ` c / {ni ⇒ P} : Γ, then there isρ such thatΓ =
Γ′, c : ρ and ρ = ⊕{n1 : ρ1 ∨ . . . ni : ρi ∨ . . . ∨ nk : ρk}
and Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, c : ρi and all ni are pair-wise different
(1 ≤ i ≤ k).

6. If Σ;Θ ` (νch c)P : Γ, thenΣ;Θ ` P : Γ, c : ⊥.
7. If Σ;Θ ` close c.P : Γ, thenΓ = Γ′, c : ε andΣ;Θ ` P : Γ′.

Lemma 4.2(Generation (Ambient)).

1. If Σ;Θ ` 0: Γ, then all predicates inΓ are⊥.
2. If Σ;Θ ` P | Q : Γ, then there areΓ1 and Γ2 such that

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ1 andΣ;Θ ` Q : Γ2 andΓ = Γ1 ./ Γ2.
3. If Σ;Θ ` (ν n)P : Γ, thenΣ;Θ ` P : Γ andn 6∈ fn(Γ) and

n ∈ N .
4. If Σ;Θ ` N h[ P ] : Γ, then there isΓ′ such thatΓ = LΓ′M and

Σ;Θ ` P : Γ′ andΣ ` N : name andh = #{c | c : ρ ∈ Γ′}.
5. If Σ;Θ ` C.P : Γ, thenΣ;Θ ` P : Γ andΣ ` C : cap.
6. If Σ;Θ ` [N = M ]{P}{Q} : Γ, then Σ;Θ ` P : Γ and

Σ;Θ ` Q : Γ andΣ ` N : name andΣ ` M : name.
7. If Σ;Θ ` X : Γ, then there isΓ′ such thatX : Γ′ ∈ Θ and all

predicates inΓ/Γ′ are⊥.
8. If Σ;Θ ` rec(X : Γ′).P : Γ, then Σ;Θ, X : Γ′ ` P : Γ and

all predicates inΓ/Γ′ are⊥.

Lemma 4.3(Substitution).

1. If Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, thenΣ;Θ ` P{c′/c} : Γ{c′/c}.
2. If Σ, x : ϕ; Θ ` P : Γ and Σ ` M : ϕ, then Σ;Θ `

P{M/x} : Γ.
3. If Σ;Θ, X : Γ′ ` P : Γ and Σ;Θ ` Q : Γ′, then Σ;Θ `

P{Q/X} : Γ.

Theorem 4.4(Subject Congruence). If Σ;Θ ` P : Γ then

1. P ≡ Q =⇒ Σ;Θ ` Q : Γ, and
2. Q ≡ P =⇒ Σ;Θ ` Q : Γ.

Proof. By induction on≡. Stating the theorem in its two parts
allows to easily deal with the case for rule (STRSYMM ).

Theorem 4.5(Subject Reduction). If Σ;Θ ` P : Γ andP −→ Q,
thenΣ;Θ ` Q : Γ

Proof. By induction on−→. We consider the case of rule (RED
CONNECT PARENT-CHILD )

nh[ connect n (c : ρ).P | R ] | connect n (d : ρ).Q

−→ (νch c′) (nh+1[ P{c′/c} | R ] | Q{c′/d})

wherec′ is fresh.
FromΣ;Θ ` nh[ connectn(c: ρ).P |R ]|connectn(d: ρ).Q: Γ

by Lemma 4.2(2) we get
Σ;Θ ` nh[ connect n (c : ρ).P | R ] : Γ1 and
Σ;Θ ` connect n (d : ρ).Q : Γ2 for someΓ1, Γ2 such thatΓ =
Γ1 ./ Γ2.
Using Lemma 4.2(4) we getΣ;Θ ` connect n(c: ρ).P |R : Γ′

1

where Γ1 = LΓ′
1M and h = #{c | c : ρ ∈ Γ′

1}, which
implies Σ;Θ ` connect n (c : ρ).P : Γ3 and Σ;Θ ` R : Γ4

for someΓ3, Γ4 such thatΓ′
1 = Γ3 ./ Γ4. By Lemma 4.1(1)

we getΣ;Θ ` Q : Γ2, d : ρ andΣ;Θ ` P : Γ3, c : ρ, which im-
ply Σ;Θ ` Q{c′/d}:Γ2, c

′ : ρ andΣ;Θ ` P{c′/c}:Γ3, c
′ :ρ by

Lemma 4.3(1).
FromΣ;Θ ` P{c′/c} : Γ3, c

′ : ρ andΣ;Θ ` R : Γ4 by rule (P-
PAR) we deriveΣ;Θ ` P{c′/c} | R : Γ′

1, c
′ : ρ beingc′ fresh and

then by rule (P-AMB ) Σ;Θ ` nh+1[ P{c′/c} | R ] : Γ1, c
′ : [ρ↑].

This last statement together withΣ;Θ ` Q{c′/d} : Γ2, c
′ : ρ gives

Σ;Θ ` nh[ P{c′/c} | R ] | Q{c′/d} : Γ, c′ : ⊥ by rule (P-PAR),
so we conclude using rule (P-CRES).

4.2 Communication Safety

An important consequence of the Subject Reduction Theorem is
that no communication error can occur,i.e., exactly two “matching”
sub-processes are engaged in a communication session for any
given channel.

We say that a processP is acommunication (pre-)process over
channelc if P is of one of the following forms:

(a) 〈M〉c.Q,
(b) (x : ϕ)c.Q,
(c) c . {n1 ⇒ P1, . . . , nk ⇒ Pk},
(d) c / {ni ⇒ Q}, or
(e) close c.Q.

Two communication (pre-)processes over the same channel are
dual of each other if they are, respectively, of the forms (a) and
(b), (c) and (d), or a pair of (e), as described above.

To state the absence of communication error, we extend the
reduction from processes to pre-processes. Moreover we add a
new constantError to the syntax of pre-processes and the following
reduction rule:

M(P, Q) −→ Error
if P andQ are communication pre-processes over the same channel
and they are not dual of each other, andM is a context with two
holes as defined in Table 5. Notice that we do not requireM(P, Q)
to be well-formed.

Proposition 4.6. If P is a process andP −→ Q, thenQ does not
containError.

A further key consequence of the Generation Lemmas is that no
message type mismatch can occur during any session,i.e., when a
message is sent it always has the type expected by the receiving
process.

Proposition 4.7. If P = E{M(〈M〉c.Q, (x : ϕ)c.R)} andP is a
process, theǹ M : ϕ.



Likewise, if one of the processes that is part of a session issues
aselectwith a labeln, then the other process in the session always
has abranchwith an option matching the labeln.

Proposition 4.8. If P is a process andP = E{ M(c / {n ⇒
Q}, c . {n1 : R1 ∨ . . . ∨ nk : Rk} )}, then there isi (1 ≤ i ≤ k)
such thatn = ni.

Another interesting consequence of the Generation Lemmas is
that for each session at most one communication at a time can be
reduced.

Proposition 4.9. If P is a process andP=E{M(R, Q)} andR, Q
are communication processes over the same channelc, thenc does
not occur inE{ }.

Proof. If P is well-typed then every sub-process ofP is well-typed,
i.e., there areΘ, Σ, andΓ such thatΣ;Θ ` M(R, Q) : Γ. From
Lemma 4.1(1), (2), (3), (4), (7) and Lemma 4.1(2), (4), we get
Γ = Γ′, c : ⊥. Therefore a sub-process ofE{ } cannot contain
occurrences ofc since none of the rules (P-RECV), (P-SEND),
(P-BRA), (P-SEL) could be applied, and the interface of this process
could not be merged using the merge operator withΓ.

5. Session Safety
In order to prevent an on-going session from being interrupted by
the movements of ambients, we introduce a simple mechanism
that only allows ambients to move if they do not have inside and
outside processes engaged in the same session. In this section, we
formally prove that this mechanism works as expected: sessions
are safe since they are not disrupted by mobility. More precisely,
we will show that if there are two sub-processesR and Q of a
processP which are ready to communicate over a channelc, but
insteadP first executes a mobility step becomingP ′, then the same
sub-processesR andQ in P ′ are still able to communicate. Recall
that execution contexts are defined in Table 8 and communication
contexts are defined in Table 5.

Definition 5.1. [Safe Session in a Process]A session is safe in a
processP if P −→∗ P ′≡E{M(R)(Q)}, whereE is an execution
context,M is a communication context,R, Q are dual communi-
cating processes over the channel of the session, andP ′ −→ P ′′

by a mobility step, implyP ′′≡E ′{M′(R)(Q)} for some execution
contextE ′ and some communication contextM′.

Notice that, by Proposition 4.9,R andQ are the only processes
which communicate on the channel of the session in bothP ′ and
P ′′.

To prove that sessions are safe, we have to show that a commu-
nication step can still be executed after a mobility step. A mobility
reduction step is performed by applying one of the mobility rules in
Table 4 combined with an arbitrary number of structural transfor-
mations using rule (RED STRUCT) in Table 8. Since the structural
transformations could re-arrange the two communication processes
destroying the communication redex, we introduce the notion of
communication redex up to structural equivalence, called acom-
munication pair(Definition 5.5). Communication pairs are defined
using the notion ofoccurrence(Definition 5.2), which denotes the
path followed from the root of the parse tree of a process to the
node of a particular sub-process. The definitions ofnesting level
(Definition 5.3) andrelative distance(Definition 5.4) between two
sub-processes measure the ambient nesting of an occurrence and
the number of ambients that lie between two occurrences, respec-
tively.

Lemma 5.8 shows that the relative distance between two oc-
currences of a communication pair is always less than or equal
to 1. This result is used to prove that communication pairs effec-

tively represent communication redexes up to structural equiva-
lence (Lemma 5.11).

In order to analyse the communication pairs within a mobil-
ity step, we re-define mobility reductions in terms of single step
rewritings of mobility and structural equivalence transformations.
We define these rewriting steps as a term rewriting system (of mo-
bility and structural rewritings) denoted by−→m≡ (defined in Section
5.3). Furthermore, we develop the notion ofdescendant(Definition
5.9) of a communication pair under−→m≡ : this notion allows us to
track a communication pair along a sequence of rewritings.

These definitions enable us to prove that communication pairs
are not destroyed by mobility steps (Lemma 5.10), which implies
that sessions are safe (Theorem 5.12).

5.1 Occurrences

We start by borrowing some definitions from term rewriting theory
[37, 31]. We adapt to our setting the standard definition ofoccur-
rence.

Definition 5.2. [Occurrence] For any processP we define the set
of occurrencesO(P ) of P as the smallest subset of the set of finite
sequences of positive integers plus the character “A” such that:

• Λ ∈ O(P ) (the empty occurrence)
• u ∈ O(P ′) ⇒ Au ∈ O(nh[ P ′ ])
• u ∈ O(Pi) ⇒ iu ∈ O(F (P1, P2, . . . , Pn)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

where F is a function symbol (other than an ambient and
used as prefix in the expected way) of the process syntax and
P1, . . . , Pn are sub-processes.

For example, if

P = m0[ 0 ] | c . {n1 ⇒ m0[ 0 ], n2 ⇒ 〈m〉c.0}
thenO(P ) = {Λ, 1, 2, 1A, 21, 22, 21A, 221}.
Notice thatO(P ) is always a finite set.

Assuming thatu ∈ O(P ), we define inductively thesub-
processP/u of P at u by

P/u =

8><>:
P if u = Λ,

P ′/u1 if P = nh[ P ′ ] andu = Au1,

Pi/u1 if P = F (P1, . . . , Pi, . . . , Pn) andu = iu1.

The set of occurrencesO(P ) is partially ordered by the prefix
ordering� defined by:u � v if there isw such thatuw = v. If
u 6� v andv 6� u we say thatu andv aredisjoint, and writeu | v.
We also defineu ≺ v to beu � v andu 6= v.

Notice that we distinguish the ambient symbols throughout oc-
currences by marking them with the character “A”, instead of using
the integer 1. This allows us to keep track of the ambient nesting
level of a particular sub-process by just counting the number ofAs
in its occurrence.

Definition 5.3. Givenu ∈ O(P ), we define theambient nesting
level ofu by

L(Λ) = 0,
L(iu) = L(u),
L(Au) = L(u) + 1.

Using the ambient nesting level, we define the distance between
two sub-processes occurrences as the number of ambients that are
traversed in the path between the two sub-processes.

Definition 5.4. [Relative Distance] Givenu, s ∈ O(P ), withu | s,
we define therelative distanceD(u, s) betweenu ands by

D(u, s) =

8<:D(u′, s′) if u = wu′ and s = ws′

for somew,
L(u) + L(s) otherwise.



5.2 Communication Pairs

As said before, we introduce the notion of communication pair
to represent a communication redex for a particular session up to
structural equivalence.

Definition 5.5. [Communication Pair]

1. Let u and s be two occurrences of a processP and c be a
channel name. We say thatu and s are a communication pair
for c in P (denoted by〈u, s〉c) if
(a) R, Q are dual communication processes overc and
(b) R, Q are active processes; that is,P = E{R} and P =

E ′{Q} for some execution contextsE and E ′ (defined in
Table 8),

whereR = P/u andQ = P/s.
2. We defineR(P ) ⊆ O(P ) as the set of occurrences which

belong to a communication pair inP , i.e.,u ∈ R(P ), if either
〈u, s〉c or 〈s, u〉c for somes, c is a communication pair inP .

It is convenient to single out the communication pairs that build
communication redexes.

Definition 5.6. We say thata communication pair〈u, s〉c builds
the communication redexR in P if P=E{R} and R =
M(P/u, P/s), whereE is an execution context (defined in Table
8) andM is a communication context (defined in Table 5).

As anticipated, we will show in Lemma 5.11 that all communi-
cation pairs build communication redexes modulo structural equiv-
alence. Notice that this result implies that a communication pair can
always be reduced, by applying the reduction rule (RED STRUCT)
followed by the appropriate communication reduction rule.

An important property of communication pairs is that the com-
munication processes in the pair can only appear in the same am-
bient or in parent and child ambients. This is an essential property
for proving Lemma 5.11. In the two following lemmas, this is for-
mally shown by using the notion of relative distance between two
occurrences introduced in Definition 5.4.

Lemma 5.7. If Σ;Θ ` P : Γ, u ∈ R(P ) and c is free inP/u,
then

• Γ(c) = ρ for some session typeρ impliesL(u) = 0;
• Γ(c) = [ρ↑] for some session typeρ impliesL(u) = 1.

Proof. If u = Λ, then the proof is straightforward. ForΛ ≺ u we
use induction on the typing derivation. In all rules but (P-AMB ),
the nesting level of the process in the conclusion is the same as the
nesting level of the process in one of the antecedents; therefore,
each case follows directly from the induction hypothesis. For rule
(P-AMB ) we can also apply the induction hypothesis directly, but
we have to take into account the increment of the nesting level. We
have that

Σ;Θ ` P ′ : Γ′ Σ ` n : name
h = #{c | c : ρ ∈ Γ′} (P-AMB )
Σ;Θ ` nh[ P ′ ] : LΓ′M

whereΓ = LΓ′M. Notice thatLΓ′M must be defined; therefore, either
Γ′(c) = LΓ′M(c) = ⊥, or Γ′(c) = ρ andLΓ′M(c) = [ρ↑] for some
ρ. We are only interested in the second case in whichu = Av for
somev ∈ O(P ′). By the induction hypothesis,Γ′(c) = ρ, which
implies thatL(v) = 0 andL(u) = 1 + L(v) = 1.

Lemma 5.8. If 〈u, s〉c is a communication pair for the channelc
in P , thenD(u, s) ≤ 1.

Proof. We show this lemma using induction on the typing deriva-
tion of P . For rules (P-SEND), (P-RECV), (P-CLOSE), (P-CON),

(P-SEL) and (P-BRA) the lemma holds trivially, because we require
that the sub-processes that form the communication pairs have to be
active processes. For the remaining rules, except for rule (P-PAR),
we directly apply the induction hypothesis to one premise of each
rule. We show the paradigmatic case of rule (P-AMB ).

Σ;Θ ` P ′ : Γ′ Σ ` n : name
h = #{c | c : ρ ∈ Γ′} (P-AMB )
Σ;Θ ` nh[ P ′ ] : LΓ′M

If 〈u, s〉c is a communication pair forP = nh[ P ′ ], then〈v, t〉c
is a communication pair forP ′, whereu = Av ands = At. By
induction hypothesisD(v, t) ≤ 1. Then the induction step follows
becauseD(u, s) = D(Av, At) = D(v, t).

For (P-PAR), we have thatP = R | Q. If the communication
pair 〈u, s〉c is also a communication pair inR or in Q, then we can
use the induction hypothesis like in previous cases. Otherwise, one
process of the communication pair is inR and the other one is in
Q. Considering the rule

Σ;Θ ` R : Γ1 Σ;Θ ` Q : Γ2

Γ = (Γ1 ./ Γ2) (P-PAR)
Σ;Θ ` R | Q : Γ

we have thatu = 1v ands = 2t, wherev ∈ R(R), t ∈ R(Q) and
D(u, s) = L(v) +L(t). Moreover, sincec must occur free in both
R andQ (otherwise〈u, s〉c would not exist), thenc ∈ dom(Γ1)
andc ∈ dom(Γ2). Consequently,Γ(c) = ⊥ and eitherΓ1(c) = ρ
and Γ2(c) = [ρ↑], or Γ1(c) = ρ and Γ2(c) = ρ (and their
symmetric cases). In all cases, we can apply Lemma 5.7 forv and
t in R andQ respectively, concluding thatD(u, s) ≤ 1.

5.3 A Mobility Term Rewriting System

Since we are interested in ambient movements modulo structural
equivalence, we consider a term rewriting system whose reduction
rules are (RED ENTER) and (RED EXIT ) (see Table 4) plus all the
rewriting rules obtained by orienting in both ways all the structural
equivalencies. We denote these rewriting relations respectively by
−→m and−→≡ : their union is denoted by−→m≡ . Notice that the sym-
bolsP, Q, andR in these rewrite rules play the role of variables.

It can easily be verified that the so defined term rewriting system
is:

• left linear: no variable occurs twice in the left hand sides of the
rules;

• right linear: no variable occurs twice in the right hand sides of
the rules;

• non-erasing: each variable that occurs in the left hand side
occurs also in the right hand side;

• non-overlapping with communications: the left hand sides do
not contain communication primitives.

Clearly right linearity impliesnon-duplication: no variable has
more occurrences in the right hand side than in the left hand side.
These properties allows us to simplify the definition ofdescendant
of communication process occurrences.

We say thatP reduces toQ at occurrenceu using the reduction
rule< = L −→ R (notation< : P

u−→ Q) if there is a substitution
σ such thatP/u = σ(L) andQ = P (σ(R))u.

Definition 5.9. [Communication Descendant] If< is the rewriting
< : P

u−→ Q where the ruleL −→ R was applied andv ∈ R(P ),
the communication descendant ofv by < (notation v\<) is the



element ofO(Q) defined by:

v\< =

8<:v if v | u or v ≺ u,

uw′v′ if v = uwv′ and L/w = R/w′ is a
variable.

Lemma 5.10. If 〈u, s〉c is a communication pair forc in P , and
< : P

w−→m≡ P ′ andu\< = v ands\< = t, then〈v, t〉c is a com-
munication pair forc in P ′. We say that the communication pair
〈v, t〉c is thedescendant pairof 〈u, s〉c (notation〈u, s〉c I 〈v, t〉c).

Proof. The key observation is thatP/u = P ′/v andP/s = P ′/t,
since forw ≺ u or w ≺ s only the rules of−→≡ can be applied.
This holds because of the condition that the moving ambient has
label 0 in rules (RED ENTER) and (RED EXIT ). Moreover, the
sub-processesP ′/v and P ′/t are active processes since all the
variables in the right hand sides of the rewriting rules appear as
active processes.

The definition of descendant pair extends in a straightforward
way to a sequence of rewriting steps.

5.4 Mobility Preserves Communication

We can show that a communication pair effectively represents a
communication redex up to structural equivalence.

Lemma 5.11. If 〈u, s〉c is a communication pair for the channelc
in P , then there is a processP ′ and a communication pair〈v, t〉c
of P ′ such thatP−→∗

≡ P ′, and〈u, s〉c I 〈v, t〉c, and〈v, t〉c builds
a communication redex inP ′.

Proof. By Lemma 5.10, we know that there is always a descen-
dant of a communication pair after a structural rewriting. There-
fore, by successive applications of the structural rewriting we will
transform the processP into a processP ′ in which the descen-
dant of the communication pair〈u, s〉c builds a communication
redex. IfQ1 = P/u andQ2 = P/s, we want to reduceP into
P ′ = E{M(Q1)(Q2)}, for some execution contextE and commu-
nication contextM. Assuming thatp is the longest sequence such
thatu = pu1, s = ps1, andR1 = P/p, we haveP = E1{R1}
for some execution contextE1. In the following, we continue per-
forming a number of normalising steps onR1 until we get a com-
munication redex. First, we apply scope extrusion toR1 until we
get(ν ñ)(νch c̃)R2, whereR2 has no name or channel restrictions.
Notice that the only constructs applied to active sub-processes in
R2 are ambient enclosing and parallel composition. Moreover, by
Lemma 5.8,D(u, s) ≤ 1; so, at most one of the sub-processes
in the communication pair is inside an ambient inR2. Assuming
that Q1 is at top level, by using commutativity and associativity
of parallel composition, we can makeR2 to beQ1 | R3. Finally,
depending on whetherQ2 is also at the top level or enclosed in an
ambient, we can again apply commutativity and associativity to ob-
tain eitherQ2 | R4 or nh[ Q2 | R5 ] | R6, respectively. We can then
choose

P ′=E{(ν ñ)(νch c̃)(M(Q1)(Q2) | R4)}
with M(·1)(·2) = (·1) | (·2) in the first case and

P ′=E{(ν ñ)(νch c̃)(M(Q1)(Q2) | R6)}

with M(·1)(·2) = (·1) | nh[ (·2) | R5 ] in the second one.

Finally, we are able to prove our main result.

Theorem 5.12 (Safety of Sessions). All sessions in allBASS
processes are safe.

Proof. If 〈u, s〉c is a communication pair that builds a communica-
tion redex inP , andP−→∗

m≡ P ′, by Lemma 5.10, we know that there
is a communication pair〈u′, s′〉c in P ′ with 〈u, s〉c I 〈u′, s′〉c.
Then, by Lemma 5.11, there existsP ′′ such thatP ′−→∗

≡ P ′′ and
〈v, t〉c is a communication pair inP ′′ such that〈u, s〉c I 〈v, t〉c
and〈v, t〉c builds a communication redex inP ′′.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We definedBASS, the first typed calculus of mobile ambients fea-
turing communication sessions and session types. The type system
guarantees that after a session starts using a fixed channel the mes-
sage exchanges will follow the protocol described by the session
type of that channel. Moreover, no ambient movement can prevent
pending session steps.

Future work includes the addition of correspondence assertions
[27] to control resource access policy and the introduction of typing
mechanisms for avoiding sources of session deadlocks different
from ambient mobility.
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